In visual control of motion the performance of the system is typically tied to the speed at which the visual information can be processed. Visual processing is unusual in that the data is not the information and in some sense the quality of the information can often be improved through extended processing (e.g. the resolution). A visual sensor tracking an object will only provide sporadic observations due to the processing delay, and, computational delay can pose difficulty within the control structure. We explore the trade off between the computational delay, the effective system observability, the accuracy of the visual processing, and implications for visual-guided motions. The task of visually tracking a target in order to localize it with sufficient accuracy to "touch" it provides a demonstration of the trade off between computational delay and the motion (visual localization) accuracy.
here is the relationship between the visual processing, its computational delay, and both the accuracy and resolution of the resulting target localization. For a particular manipulator, adequate tuning of the controller should enable motion to the commanded position with sufficient accuracy in time that depends only on the distance. Thus for a fixed distance to the target, any variation in success of reaching a target must depend on the accuracy of the commanded position (hence the visual system). Thus, with these assumptions, accuracy of the robot reaching task varies with the accuracy of the localization of the target by the visual system. The target properties effect the required resolution of the visual processing, which in turn effects the computation time. The uncertainty in the target dynamics influences the required resolution. The interplay of these factors for touching a static target was addressed in [12] . Here we further explore the interaction of the target dynamics, the resolution of visual data and give implications for the accuracy of reaching a moving target.
Visual Tracking
There has been considerable effort to produce real-time algorithms to track moving objects using visual sensors (CCD cameras). That is, information (features) is extracted from "sub-images" within the field of view. This paper considers only such "search window" or region of interest (ROI) based tracking. In order to restrict visual processing in this manner, the tracking system must have sufficiently rich prior knowledge of the target: either shape (or model-based) information, dynamic information, or both. Here we consider the use of target dynamic information. We shall demonstrate that the size and resolution of the ROI is of critical importance in visual tracking.
Often the visual tracking problem is formulated using a recursive filter framework [2, 4, 6, 221. Generally, the system state represents the motion of the target. Even with the variety of features used for tracking, we can denote the location of the target in this manner (i.e. we can utilize the centroid or a particular feature of the target to denote the state) and we denote the state as z(t). A stochastic model of the dynamics of the target is used: 
Accuracy of tracking is expressed via the covariance

P ( t ) .
Although the target motion is continuous, the measurement process is discrete, not continuous. The visual system must perform image processing to locate the target position and hence measurements are available only after such processing has been completed. Next we consider separately variable processing time and fixed processing time visual tracking.
Variable Processing Time
Most tracking systems assume equally spaced measurements. Here we do not make that assumption in order to evaluate the effect of the search size on the tracking performance. Measurements are taken at discrete instances ( t l , t 2 , . . . tk,tk+l,. . .). The time of the measurements effects tracking stability. Historically there has been research on the optimal measurement schedule where the growth of the covariance is used to determine when to take measurements [19] . Due to the time taken for the processing of image data, the problem with computer vision is not determining how long to wait before taking a measurement, but determining how to measure often enough to ensure stability. Here we assume one finishes processing a previous measurement before taking the next measurement. The discrete measurement process is taken to be of the form 
= a(tk+l, t k ) z ( t k ) = e A ( t k + l --t k ) 2 ( t k ) (3)
and the covariance is determined (before measurement) from the Lyapanov equation l :
The covariance immediately before a measurement at time tk+l is given by:
(where Q(tk) represents the integrated system noise on the interval [tk, tk+l]). We utilize this expression in determining the computational delay for tracking. If we assume that the measurement process takes time proportional to the size of the covariance (i.e. the ROI is determined based on P ( t k ) ) . The time delay is
where 11 11 denotes the "size" of the covariance (in pixels). For an image, the "size" is the number of pixels under consideration in a given algorithm (ROI). The parameter 0 describes the processing time per pixel.
Hence the total delay time is determined by the product of the search window size (the number of pixels t o be processed) and the processing time per pixel. Obviously, if P ( t ) grows then the process is effectively not observable -tracking is not possible. For multidimensional systems, solving equation 6 analytically may not be possible (see appendix A for a scalar example).
Consider the graphical representation of covariance for a state with two dimensions (figure 1). The ellipse represents the set of points
The dashed lines represent the covariance before the image has been processed, P ( t k ) . The size of the ellipse is the ROI which must be searched to ensure, with high probability, that the target will be located2. Under
Gaussian assumptions, a "2 -cr" or "3 -cr" window is often used (hence c = 2 or c = 3 in equation 8).
After the processing has been completed (at time tk+l), the covariance at time tk is represented by the grey 'We adopt the notation P ( t i ) to denote the covariance at time t prior to any measurement. In other notation this may be denoted P ( t k I t k -I ) . Likewise notations P ( t t ) and P(tkltk) are equivalent.
' solid line. This covariance is used to estimate the current state covariance, P(tk+l using equation 6 . In the cartoon shown, the delay time is sufficiently large (for the given system dynamics and noise models) that the covariance at each measurement instant grows with time.
Example: Consider the simple example of tracking a target rotating at a constant angular velocity in a plane in front of, and parallel to, the image plane (see figure 2) . The motion of the target can be expressed via a linear system (the second order integrator)
0 0 0 where w -N[0,a2] is the system noise. Assuming the target can be readily located with standard visual processing (e.g. thresholding, connected component analysis and centroid computation, or, alternatively using a SSD approach) and that a camera calibration procedure has been performed, then the angle 8 can be obtained from the image coordinates. The measurement process will be of the form If one assumes a continuous measurement process then one can easily demonstrate that this system would be observable. However, in the visual tracking context, the continuous measurement assumption is not valid.
In the system given in equation (9), if the initial covariance is sufficiently small, and the processing time is sufficiently fast, then the target can be tracked. Figure 3 shows the estimated target position with the standard deviation of the position drawn with dashed lines. The graphs on the right show the identical system, however the image processing time (@) is doubled. The lower graphs show the delay time between measurements. For the equivalent time ( 5 s ) , the system shown on the right (with slower image processing) performs only five measurements, while the faster processing system performs sixteen measurements. Notice that the covariance (and hence the image processing delay time)
reaches a steady state for the system with faster processing. For the system with slower processing, the delays increase monotonically after the 2nd measurement. This system is unable to track the target.
Fixed Processing Time
With the exception of asynchronous frame grabbers, most images are acquired at a fixed rate and real-time vision algorithms attempt to process at that rate (or some multiple of that rate). In order to achieve frame rate performance, the processing time can be decreased by either, 1. decreasing the processing time per pixel (@ in equation (7)) or 2. processing fewer pixels by decreasing the size of the ROI, or sub-sampling the ROI. While the increasing speed of processors, and often some clever programming can achieve the first alternative, there will always be a limit to processing time reductions on any given processor. Under the assumption of a particular hardware set-up and reasonably written code, here we consider reductions in the number of pixels to be processed. Sub-sampling has been used previously to ensure a fixed imaging delay [24] , however no analysis was performed to determine the effect of this sub-sampling on system performance. In figure 5(a) , the position covariance of our example system with slow processing and sub-sampling is shown. While sub-sampling achieves improved performance, the time delays still increase monotonically.
To hold the time delay constant, (assuming a given tracking algorithm, i.e. fixed processing speed, p), we must sub-sample the ROI by some factor denoted a:
(for 0 < (Y < 1). The resolution (measurement covariance) of the measurement process then increases by 1/a. In figure 5(b) , the resolution is actively controlled to ensure that the time delay remains below some threshold. The slow tracking algorithm using resolution control reaches a "steady state". In the figure shown, our constant time interval t k + l -t k is not a multiple of the the discrete time sampling, hence the covariance "steady-state" oscillates between two values. The "steady-state" covariance is larger than the equivalent dynamic system with fast processing (solid line in figure 5 ). However, the system with slow processing can now track the target, but with larger uncertainty.
Metrics to assess performance
In the appendix, an analytic analysis of variable resolution tracking in one dimension is given. For the scalar system once can give an explicit relationship between the resolution, the dynamics and the time delay. Analytic results in higher dimensions are difficult t o obtain, instead we us consider metrics to assess performance during computation. If the processing time (p) for an algorithm has been determined and the delay time fixed, on-line monitoring of the covariance P allows us to use equation 10 to determine the sub-sampling factor.
For continuous-discrete systems observability depends on the infomation matrix [16] for t k > t j . In order to determine xk from measurements yj, . . . , y k , Z(tk, t j ) must be positive definite.
The interval over which we compute the information matrix effects the singularity of 1. Hence any definition of observability of the system must consider the interval for which we are computing 1. In practice, the non-singularity of the information matrix is of less importance than its condition number. Systems with information matrix with high conditions numbers are effectively non-singular. The change of the condition number provides feedback to alert the system of tracking difficulties. 
A. 1D Analytic Results
We present a 1D example analytically. The following example follows closely from that given in [22] ). The one dimensional linear system: For this scalar system equation 6 is . -.
(13)
This general form of P(t;+,,,) can be shown to grow for particular dynamics and measurement noise. Note that if (where we abbreviate P = P ( t i ) and R = R ( t k ) ) then Hence the covariance grows at a rate greater than unity.
If we choose the resolution to be some fraction of the covariance, R = a P , where a << l then equation 13 becomes and the covariance evolves as a geometric sequence For 7 < 1 the covariance decreases and hence the target can be tracked. The expression makes explicit the trade off between the sample interval -t k ) , the resolution sub-sampling (Y, and the system dynamics, a. If the system is sufficiently slow for the time scale used then we can pick a resolution to ensure tracking.
